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Abstract 
This paper presents an application of Wavelet Transfonn (WT) for determination of stress 
wave velocity for Non-destructive Testing of timber utility poles in service. For surface 
Non-destructive Testing (NDT), the hammer impact, which produces generally broadband 
frequency excitation, is used to generate stress wave. Moreover, due to practicality the 
impact location for field testing of a utility pole is on the side of the pole and 1.5 m above 
ground level. And the geometry of utility pole could not guarantee non-dispersive 
longitudinal wave. All of these issues have resulted in lack of accuracy and reliability of 
results from surface NDT in field testing. In recognition of such problem, this research 
explores methods to reliably calculate desired wave velocity by isolating wave mode and 
studying dispersive nature of utility pole. Fast Fourier Transfonn (FFT) is firstly 
conducted to determine the suitable frequency from a stress wave data. Then WT is applied 
on the wave data mentioned to perfonn time-frequency analysis. Velocity can be 
detennined by time history data of desired frequency from WT results which will be 
compared with the available analytical solution for longitudinal wave velocity. The results 
of the investigation showed that wavelet transfonn analysis can be a reliable signal 
processing tool for non-destructive testing in tenns of velocity detennination, which in tum 
also helps to detennine the embedded length of the timber pole. 
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1. Introduction 
Surface non-destructive testing (NOT) methods such as Sonic Echo, Bending Waves 
and Ultraseismic methods have been considered over the past decade to be simple and 
cost-effective tools for identifying the condition and underground depth of embedded 
structures, such as timber poles or piles in-service (Rix et al.(l), Davis{2\ Lin et al.(3), Holt(4), 
Holt et al(5»). Despite the wide spread use of these methods, the effectiveness and reliability 
of the methods on detennination of embedded length and evaluation of underground 
conditions of poles, especially timber poles, are not addressed. 
When it comes to field applications, these developed/to be developed NDTs face a 
significant challenge due to presence of uncertainties such as complex material properties 
(e.g. timber), environmental conditions, interaction of soil and structure, defects and 
deteriorations as well as coupled nature of unknown length and deteriorated condition. 
Moreover, due to the dispersive nature of the stress wave propagation, which is related to 
the types of the wave and geometry/boundary of the structure, multiple frequency 
components exist in the measured signals and each frequency component corresponds to an 
individual velocity. For NOT methods that are based on reflected wave signals, such as 
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Sonic echo and Impulse response methods, the degree of such complexity will be even 
much greater. 
Although sonic echo and Impulse response have been used for many years for material 
and some structure testing, applications to timber poles are rarely seen ( due to the 
aforementioned reasons). For NDT assessment of utility poles in service, the stress wave 
based techniques are still a preferable choice considering practical issues such as 
over-hanging electric cables, geotechnical environment and uncertainty of material 
properties of poles. Despite the advantages, propagation of stress wave in finite media 
(including soil) with multiple wave modes (due to the choice of the impact location) is very 
complex and challenging in nature. So understanding of the propagation of stress wave in 
timber utility poles in service is a key in development of suitable techniques for 
underground pole condition and embedment length determination. Such understanding will 
allow deployment of suitable advanced signal processing techniques to reveal hidden 
infonnation related to condition and embedment length of poles from measured signals. 
Three main groups of signal processing techniques are often associated with wave based 
analysis: time domain analysis, frequency domain analysis and time-frequency analysis 
(such as Short Time Fourier Transfonn (STFT), Wigner-Ville Distribution (WVD) and 
Wavelet Transfonn (WT)). 
Fourier transform (FT) is a classical signal processing tool that breaks down a signal 
into constituent sinusoids of different frequencies and transforms it from a time domain to 
frequency domain. As a result of such transformation, all time information is lost. To 
overcome this deficiency, Gabor introduced short time Fourier transfonn (STFT) with the 
windowing techniques, that is, by considering a section of the signal at a time. The STFT 
maps a signal into a 2-D function of time and frequency. However, the method suffers from 
the disadvantage that the time and frequency infonnation obtained have limited precision 
due to the size of the window. A high resolution cannot be obtained simultaneously for both 
time and frequency domains and once the time window size is chosen, it remains fixed for 
all frequencies(6) Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD), on the other hand, has an excellent 
frequency resolution but suffers from the cross tenn. This limitation can be overcome by 
Choi-Williams distribution, although it decreases the time-frequency resolution(7} Different 
from these time-frequency methods, continuous wavelet transfonn (CWT) allows analysing 
signals for every frequency with a different window size. It, therefore, allows choice of long 
time intervals when more precise low-frequency information is needed, and shorter ones 
when high frequency information is desired. In recent years, time-frequency analysis has 
attracted a great deal of interest from researchers for data processing in stress wave based 
damage detection methods. Some researchers have also applied such techniques on 
traditional NOT methods such as sonic echo or impulse response methodeS) 
CWT displays all the frequency components and corresponding time histories presented 
in the signal, which can be used advantageously to detenrune the time history associated 
with particular frequency required for analysis, especially for stress wave generated by an 
impact that produces broadband frequency excitation. With a combination of FFT and OFT 
(Discrete Fourier Transfonn), it is possible to obtain the time history corresponding to the 
chosen frequency and, therefore, to enable the calculation of the velocity of the stress wave 
for desired wave mode. 
2. Theoretical background 
2.1 Non-destructive test (NDT): 
Sonic Echo/Impulse Response (SE/IR) tests have been used to evaluate the integrity of 
the pole / pile condition and to determine the embedment length. The Sonic Echo methods 
require measurement of the travel tune of stress waves echo (in time domain) and Impulse 
Response methods use spectral analysis (in frequency domain) for interpretation. These two 
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